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The term community comerol generally indicates a degree of self-

determination by residents of communities within urban areas. Although

evaluation researchers of resulting programs have remarked upon the political

intransigence of local agencies and governmental bodies, tin perspectives of

affectei residents have mot been systematically studied. Is this paper. wee

esamime the attitudes and perceptions of persons in three low income sections

of Nell York City as they pertain to cornmeal affiliations, efficacy, and

commonalty control. Results reflect general support for commumity control is

principle and a desire to share declaimer-making posers with non-residents.

Significant differences is viewpoint are associated with type of ;...gran

affiliation: resident staff, program clients, and general commonalty inhabitants.

Degree of local autonomy, however, bears misled relevance. Provisional

sapport for as overlap model of commmaity control is provided based on poli-

tical feasibility and positive resident feelings in the commit of a cooperative

workbag relationship with outsiders.
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Community Castro': Evaluations and Perspectives

Although the catchword 'connunity control- seers to have fallen into

disfavor. the school busies controversy reminds us that local autonomy as as

issue is still of paw:vaunt loportame. Once again. we find local residents

wastisg to be involved politically is natters which they cossider to be of

crucial importance. is spite of differences is substance. the broader domed

clearly remains: a degree of self Aeteroisation by comusities within arras

areas. In South Boston (Massachusetts). for e=misple. residents apparently do

out simply want their children to attend neighborhood schools: the conflict

seems sten As nisch over the right to determine whet.er children are to be

bused. There is. iodceld. a local history of voluntarily seedling youngsters

to parochial schools outside the comositv boundaries. 1
This continulag cos-

troversy forces vs to turn anew to the lessons of the connuoity control program

ir the 13st decade.

wring this prriad. there emerged acumears cos both local and national

levels favoring cononity Control. residents from Lou 'scone areas veto

clAactin-- for control of resources and authority. the federal goverment was

developinc strategies to allow the disaffected a degree of local autosony.

Among tNese were the Comusity Action and /Wel Cities Programs. The forme.

is particular. were intended to stress local involveneut through "saxhorn

feasible participation.' Uhat has flowed from t'e evaluative research is a

disluiraing assesseent is which serbowsdefinitionalesestions are raised sad

usher ninfuAl to moicrate prograa success is noted. To usderstaod these con-

sideration4 metre fluIly. we showld'like to add a third resift for study, the

perspectives of residents its target areas. Accordingly. the latest of this

paper is to deftomstrafr the need to juittipolSe the relevant attitudes sad

percep:lims cf Affected tesidests alongside primarily political factors is

evaluAttng the pottutfal viability of commity control.
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With regard to definitions. it is evident that the term 'cariosity coo-

firer is frequently used with minimal attention to its symbolic significance.

As Altsbuler (141170:S6-S9) observes, this concept is sometimes istalimmly

treated as a synonym for sock disparate ideas as integration, separatism. and

segregation'. for example. he sates a Gallup poll conducted is 1% which

asses that rejection of integration is associated with a desire for local

carrot. Respondents are asked whether they desire rtonnisy as defined by

operating schools and busimesses as opposed to integrating. it is coreivabLe,

however. that namy sight want local control is as integrated contest_

Another amhigwoue usaza of community control relates to its identifies-

tios with decentralization. Although the devolution of organizational units

from a ceseTalizad location to local areas is clearly :ovinalved, it is critical

that ere differeatiate betvere administrative and political decentraliza-

tion. oily the :atter specifying a shift is per (cf. Yamaha and

1973; Altsbuler. 1970). We shall define commusity costrol as a modicum of

autonomy over derision oakinieamd use of resources by the residents of a

sub-area within, a larger urban unit. This control is usually conceived as

iololvioig a limited sphere, such as educational or police satters.2

is additive to the concern with the seamier., of community control. evaluation

researchers eophasixe the political obstacles to an expression of area

autonomy. They report that esperimests is cescusity control ter to fail

bccause the power necessary to bring about change through social active is

wit. is fact.transferred to low income groups (cf. Aleshfre. 1972: Barris and

Kr!n. 1973; rase. 1972). 'instead. gmmernmestal units and existing commosity

ovenries receive 'most of the funds and deternioe their use (Aleshire, 1972:

4)a-4)9: Rein, 19411-4-0. In this regard, the minimal soccess of 'Wel

Cities and C44swaity Action Program (CA') is viewed as a result of movers-
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mental intransigence, sot the apathy of the poor (Rein. 1928:4).

lose (1972) is his evaluation of CAPs is twenty sample cities contends

that the basic difficulty develops between the theoretical plaemleg and the

operationalited fore of the programs. The architects of the strategy are

portrayed as conceiving poverty as a conseemence of a dysfuectional social

system characterized by iaeluities. The 'eluting consists of a comblostios

of greater opportunities and power for the impoverished. Accordingly. programs

weeded isclole ceoouser actin. community development. eaploymest. aid

resident participation. However. the aojerity of projects is the cities

surveyed are oriesied toward social eervice. Net intitotioNal change; only

3 of the programs lo all cities serve this latter *ad. Is Nose of the cases

do the poor participate as initiators or plasmers; eighty perces* of the

projects are operated by existing community agencies (coot. 1972:1100-4341.

132,-V:2). Tire evalwattn experts conclude that the planners of the federal

goverameees experiments is area autonomy do sot congeeinod the basic conflict

between iota-rest ;troops and the wswillingoess of the powerful to be altruistic

(cf. Mauls and Selo. 1973:54-SS).

These brief comments se comnoeity control programs should not be cos -

strati as indicating total failure. There are a Number of pohlished materials

that report modest gain as a consequence of such programs. liallms (1972:

424.) states. for example, chat the Community Attlee Programs are responsible

for citizen participation and the development of citixem orgasizatioes is

urban and rural poverty areas. Similarly. Agustin (1972:412-'19) Nalatales

that im spite of galena' lestitutintal clung,. such programs broaden resident

particIpatioo and lead it increase,. interest is local politics. Fleetly. le

assessisz community costrol is Sew fork City. Glitch (1972:U0441) cee-

clu4es that participation as' cancers over local problems are significastly
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Iscreasea eves though "major power transfers fail to materialise.

Although the contributions of these various researchers are valuable,

their concerns are directed primarily to varyfng images of commeity control

ad the political problems eacamutered- As stressed earlier, one arse that

has not received systematic consideration is that of resident perspectives. Ve

believe that this meglected domain should be explored for a somber of releases.

First. commos..y control as a primciplt stresses a consideration of the target

populatioe's viewpcist. Eves ahem those affected are set to be gives cosictol

of resewrces (as im administrative decestralizatios), cowers for developing

programs respossixe to local swells shoed be expressed.

A second reason for ascertaimimg restdenc attitudes ad perceptions is to

niderstmA pore folly the realm of the usemown. Om a theoretical level.

lerton (194S, 19;2) suggests that there !a :he problem of the different

birds of kmowledte available to the insider (is this case the conmumity

resident; aml tv the outsider (who gemerally resides outside the area boundaries).

The issider is able to brimg to bear special sderstamdimgs as a result of his

lire experiences. On the other heed. the outsider as a stranger often cas

peeetrate as ideological barrier that shields the imhabitasts from awartmess-

Nertom s=rcests that umderstamdimg is nowt likely to develop vibes interaction

takes place between supposed iivergest perspectives such that acquaintaece or

esperieftre cas mix with kmowledge or awareness.

The problem as we view it is that there has been a significant iobalasce

which finds the cemassity outsider, whether es territorial or ideological

bases. playlet the major role is deterninieg both the fore and content of

commueity control. This imbalasce is especially isportant due to the oft

limited awareeess of such persons with retard to tatersal problems1 It is

this marrow perspective of the omtsiter combined with the 'deism' focus oft



the community insider that elevates the latter's perspective to a position of

prominence in this study-4

Apart from the theoretical value of examining the residents' perspectives,

there is a very practical one. Little information, if any, is available to

inform us of the attitudes of such people toward the important issues of

community control, its preferred form, and the degree of their trust in

program staff who reside in and outside the local area Strange (072:662-

663). for example, enphasizes that evaluation researchers should develop

sanpie surveys to ascertain residents' views and wants. A similar proposal

is 0144-Xestra by Lazar (1969) who focuses on determining inhabitants' feelings

toward control: who should participate and in what realms. tesults night

well indicate that the residents desire a form of control which does not

seriously threaten the existing power structure. It is conceivable that they

would prefer a t,e which allows for a more cooperative relationship with

outsiders. Thus, although the political realities may well dictate partici-

pation that would not stress institutional reform, area inhabitants might

accept a sore limited involvement and program of change.

Having reviewed the political concerns raised in the evaluation research

on community control-and having stressed the need for surveys pertaining to

resident perspectives, ye should now ground these views in the community

control experience. In this regard, two critical variables are type of

personal affiliation with the programs and degree of local autonomy. With the

former, attention is to be given to the differential beliefs held by resident

staff, program clients, a4 by the general community (those who have no contact

with projects but live within the geographical confines of the area).

Stodyiez this last group is especially important since it affords us an

opportunity In COMpatt their views with individuals associated with the projects
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and to understand the opiatess of persons constituting the major segnemt of

the population. Our focus on variations in degree of local control is

designed to provide information on the effectiveness of autonomy and on the

potential impact of obstacles to its implementation.

Specifically. our intent is to ascertain the impact of these two variables

on resident perspectives, specifically those pertaining to community feelings.

issues of efficacy. and community control. The first set of factors is

formed of perceived levels of community identification, shared attitudes

toward coalman area problems (i.e., perceived solidarity), and differences in

standard or way of living as compared to other .-esidents (i.e.. social

differentiation). The second group of variables includes perceived individual

ability and need to influence local decision- naking processes along with a

subjecti7e assessment by area residents of the capabilities or resources that

could p.,:en:i21:y -le tapped. Feelings about community control involve degree

of support for area autonomy and the particular form it should take, assume..

Lions ztnut staff attitudes toward community residents. and degrees of faith

placed in resident and nos-resident personne1.5

Fron a consideration of these attitudes and perceptions in conjunction

with mode of control and type of affiliation :here evolve a number of specific

concerns. 'Je would want to determine whether community control is associated

with a greater sense of communal attachment. a favorable assessment of

efficacy. and positive feelings with regard to local autonomy. For example,

our expectation would be for residents of areas experiencing community control

(in contrast to those who do not) to express greater support for this notion,

demand more complete local control, and indicate comparatively greater faith

in thzir own resident staff than in outsiders. As to affiliation. it would

seen essential to discover whether association with programs is identified
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with more positive feelings than those expressed by general community residents.

To illustrate, it is conceivable that persons in the broader community might

express low levels of faith in the staff regardless of residency, particularly

if they are not knowledgeable about the programs.

Finally, additional issues are raised vbee we focus on feelings of

communal attachment and efficacy as they relate to trust of personnel. For

instance, perceptions of social differentiation would he expected to result

in low levels of faith in all staff. Those who view themselves as being is a

life situation differing from other residents (either higher or lower) night

tend to view he personnel as not representing their i_terests. Also, those

questionin4 their own capabilities could be inclined to allow competent

outsiders the right to guide them. And it is crucial that we comprehend the

circunstances under which residents are likely to desire 'evolvement in

eecisitm-making processes. Those who are the least and most trustful night

feel the greatest need to fOluence, the former to maintain the status quo,

the latter to bring about change (Casson, 1968:154). However, this statement

of associa:ion assumes solidary groups, a requisite which may not be present

in certain groups or be dependent on ocher factors. Clearly, the planning of

future prograns in citizen participation must be based, at least in part, on

resit:rats' views within the context of differential affiliation and of

variant nodes of area control.

Can -unity Education Centers

The data for this s:Idy were gathered in 1970 while the author was a

consultant to a university in New York City that was responsible for evaluating

state supported connunity control projects in ten school districts in the City.

These Coanunity E4ucation Center (CEC) prograns were funded through the State
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Office of Urban Education and were designed to deliver instructional services

while providing for the health, social, and welfare needs of area residents.

Beyond providing resident clients opportunities in such programs as adult

education, day care, art. and interim schools for suspended pupils, the centers

were theoretically planned to allow resident staff to participate on both

professional and paraprofessional levels. The local conmunities, then. were to

have a significant degree of fiscal and political control over the selection

and operation of specific projects.

The inportance of autonomy was paramount; at the time that these limited

pro-Prams were initiated in 1965. the broader struggle over community control of

education had been raging for two years. dating from the time parents and

community leaders of Harlem demanded participation in the operation of a local

school- It is in the context of this spreading controversy involving local.

-city. and state educational and political bodies and of the growing distrust

of outsiders by area residents that our study was undertaken.

Thus. there were in the areas under study two potential sources of

comcunity control. through school political decentralization and through the

semi - autonomous Community Education Cent. s. With the fermer, the struggle led

to the creation of model demonstration districts in Harlem, the lower East

Side, and Ocean Hill-Brownsville; these areas were to have a modicum of con-

trol ee.er local educational pro-..-ans. The issue of control was especially visible

in Ocean Hill where three school strikes and extensive coverage by the national

media ter: Jed to render it a matter of major community importance Although

an -on-going conflict developed with the central Board of Education and local

teacher's union over such issues as hiring personnel and setting salaries.

these areas seemed to be characterized by a greater sense of community concern

and involvtzent Mitten. 1972:6110-691).
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In a parallel development. the Community Education Centers were organized

in 1968 to allow for local control apart from the educational establishment.

In practice, however, be funding policy specified teat the Board of Education

would be responsible or channeling resources to the CECs. Thus, where local

education was under central control, resident decision-making powers in the

CECs tended to be minimal. Even in the model demonstration districts In which

these programs sere generally planned by the.same area authorities, community

control was severely limited due to constant strwles with the Board of

£duca:ion. As Cittell (1972:679) motes, the local authorities developed a

broaJ interpretation of their powers. the Board a narrow one. rolitically,

what we observe seems to support the findings that eva!uation researchers

report for federally funded programs. Is theory, political decentralization

was the zeal set by the !Sew York State Leeisiatiffe. However, in practice

the educational establishment effectively mlintained its control through an

mmallinzness to transfer power to local areas. It was not uncomoe for the

CECs to find that they had little influence over funding, hiring and firing

employees. and proerammieg (rerkinsoe. 1970:102). In Ocean Hill-Brownsville,

for instance, the plaaning director accused the Board of Location of with-

drawing funds without comnunity consultation and of establishing rigid

positional requirenents thus minimizing community participation; at one point,

he requested that the State provide a representative to block the Board from

wield:1s: the power that had been theoretically placed in local communities

(Daniels. 1970:225-226).

In spite of the political barriers, the Community Education Centers

associated with the model demonstration districts experienced sh slightly

greater degree of autonomy than those affiliated with the central Board. Hence,

in our investigation, one of these **community control" districts was selected

12
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to determine whether resident views might vary significantly from those

expressed ir. sections where local control was essentially absent.

Methodology and Procedures

The districts selected for observation were the Brooklyn communities of

Redford Stuyvesant and Ocean Hill-Brownsville and a section of the South

Bronx. The first two areas were peopled predominantly by Blacks, with a

sizeable Puerto Rican population; the third area was primarily Puerto Rican

with a large Black contingent. All three were known as low income districts.

These communities were chosen because they allowed for erawing ethnic coo-

parisons as well as for contrasting experiences with political decentralization.

Ocean Hill-Erownsville was one of the model demonstration school "stricts

while the others were under more centralized control. Further, Ocean Hill

and Bedford Stuyvesant were eecgraphical neighbors with fairly similar popula-

tion characteristics (i.e., income, education. and ethnicity). Thus, we

were able to measure varying nodes of area control through selecting Ocean

Hill which had a modicum of autonomy and through choosing two districts which

had a nininal degree.

As to the selection of respondents, our focal concern called for the

inclusion of persons with varying affiliations with the Community Education

Centers. In the three school districts all clients and local staff were

drawn into the study. For the community-at-large, a multi-stage cluster

probability sample was incorporated, using the geographic blocks of each

area as the initial universe. Through the use of a systematic probability

sample, a small percentage of these was retained. The Nev York City Multiple

tnit Reference 1.!st for 1969 was consulted to obtain a listing of

buildings located on each of the sample blocks. A compilation was made of

13



all housing units in the various buildings. Structures containing commercial

tenants only were excluded. A second sample vas drawn at this time using

the buildings as the new universe. The final step consisted of utilizing the

housing units of selected buildings as the population. Hence the staging pro-

cess proceeded from city blocks to buildings and finally to individual apart-

ment units. The response rates for the resultant samples ranged from 742-

852 with no substitutions. Overall, the case selection (total N=625) included:

1. resident staff (N=151) associated with the programs; 2. clients (0166),

district residents enrolled in the various projects; and 3- general community

members (::=308) living in the areas who were not affiliated with the

Coenunity Education Centers.

In terms of demographic characteristics of our total case selection, 532

of the respondents were Black, 352 Puerto Rican, and 122 White, figures

corresponding to the area proportions. With regard to type of affiliation,

we found that the staff tended to have higher incomes and to be better educated.

Twenty-two percent of the staff in contrast to 102 of the clients and 42

of the general community had total family incomes in excess of $10,000; in

general, only 9Z of the respondents were at this high level, with one-third

having incomes under $4,000. As to education, 412 of the staff and 52 each

of the clients and general community had some collegiate experience-6 Over-

all, only 132 of the respondents fit into this category. And 402 had not

gone beyond junior high school. 7 Information vas gathered primarily through

the use of a fixed-alternative Fuestionnaire. Additional material was

generated by having each project tirector provide information on the degree

of local control.

In the analysis, we coemence with a brief consideration of attitudes and

perceptions involving community feelings, efficacy, and coemunity control in
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association with the two major factors of varied degrees of autonomy (in the

school districts) and type of respondent affiliation. Each of these is in turn,

analyzed in multivariate form to ascertain the possible impact of income, educa-

tion, ethnicity, and length of residence on the main relationships. Emphasis is

then placed on the manner in which community feelings and efficacy relate to

community control variables, stressing their impact on trust of Community Educa-

tion Center personnel. In these various associations, all respondents are in-

eluded unless otherwise noted. Our final concern is thee to determine the

implications of our findings for community control with regard to resident per-

spectives and political feasibility.

ResiJent Perspectives

In beginning this section, we want first to examine community feelings:

identification, perceived solidarity. and subjective expressions of social differ-

Sr S. ...if_ 1 S. . .

Cs0WWWS., SICSOSMICSSI. Amass*

(Table 1 about here)

to e=perience the highest levels of positive communal attachment (as measured by

the degree to which an individual feels himself to be a part of the local commu-

nity), the program clients somewhat lower levels, and the general community resi-

dents the lowest. It is also clear, however, that the overall level of identifi-

cation is fairly hie. as reflected by 802 of the general community sample ex-

pressing sone sense of attachment. With regard to perceived solidarity (i.e.,

the degree to which residents are seen as sharing the sane attitudes toward

coon problems) and social differentiation (i.e., perceived standard or way of

living compared to other residents). there are no significant distinctions by type

of affiliation. Generally. respondents tend to express a high level of solidarity

(84:1 and to view themselves as being similar to others.8 Furthermore, none

of the three variables constituting roosunity feeling correlates with district
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variations in local autonomy. when we incorporate education, income, ethnicity,

and length of area residence as test factors, there are oo meaningful cheeses

occurring in the original associations.

As for the question of efficacy, perceived ability to influence is

operationalized by asking respondents to indicate the level of influence they

believe they and others in their community are able to exert. Capability

reflects perceptions relating to the skills which could be brought to bear

if individuals were given the opportunity. Need to influence L. measured by

asking how important it is for the respondent and others in the area to

affect decisions made in comeunity control programs. Generally, responses

reflect a sense of control over the environment- Relatively, however, there

are variations in two of these factors as they correlate with other variables.

Specifically, with capability there is no association with type of affilia-

tion nor with the node of district control. In contrast, ability and need

to influence are both related to type of affiliation (but not control forms).

As expected, the staff express the highest levels on both variables (152 and

722 respectively) with the program clients being slightly lower (692 arid

622); the general community respondents exhibit the lowest degrees (572 on

high ability and 232 on high nee..1 to influence). Surprisingly, the rostra-

verse over coonunity control in Ocean Hill does not seen to be reflected is

sore positive feelings on these two factors.

To deternine whether the differences between the groupings are actually

a function of upper income (staff) versus lower income (general commuaitY).

we need to incorporate this third variable as a test factor. As table 2

reflects, the overall high perceived ability of the staff is not affected

by income. The pattern is basically the same for the clients with the

16
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(Table 2 about here)

exception of the 56Z for the middle income grouping. For the residents

not affiliated with CEC projects. however, there is clearly an effect on

perceived ability as income increases. The high degree of coapetesce

experienced by the staff and clients is probably due either to a prior belief

which led to their involvement or to their positive experiences within the

Cemnuaity Education Center programs. Vith need to influeoce, the effect of

become is essentially comparable. The one difference is that there is

some variation tetweeu the community groups at the highest become level.

In exaniniue ocher potentially relevant variables, we find that among

education. ethnicity. mode of district costrol, and length of resideoce,

only the last exerts significant impact. For both ability and seed to influemce,

resident dal pernamency has the mast salience for the general commumitv trample,.

As permanence develops, there are concomitant increases in the upper levels

of these two variables. Ou the other hand. the staff and client views are

nininally affected. Moreover. length of residence does net exhibit as pro-

nounced a leveling influence as does imam.

At this point. we turn to the third set of factors, attitudes and

perception: relating to commweitv control: support for local autonomy and

its ideal form, projected staff feelings, and levels of trust in resident

and eon- resident CEC staff. Most favor community control in principle (as

measured by expressed support for this idea) . Nowever, there are important

relative distinctions when we incorporate type of affiliation. Although at

least 701 of respondents in all categories indicate some support (in table 3).

we aust focus on the general community's lower level of commitment; twenty -

nine percent of this grouping acknowledge only minimal support in contrast

17



(Table 3 about here)

to 82 of the clients and SI of the staff.

Is addition to a general desire for community control, we find that at

least two-thirds of the respondents prefer a combined node of control in

which both area residents and outsiders share in decision-Eakin processes

and the operation of the programs; of the remainder, approximately 52 want

total nom-resident control and 282 complete local autonomy., Clearly, the

residents want power: what is surprising is their overall willingness to

enter into z cooperative venture with outsiders. Of course, ue must entertain

the ssibility that there could be significant differences by actual mode

of district control or type of affiliation. Indeed, there is some effect on

the part of the fvrner although only a slight roe by the latter. Is Ocean

Hill-eroworeille 422 of all the respondents desire total local autonomy in

contrast to 10: in the South krone and 262 in Bedford Stuyvesant. Further-

more, there is a slightly greater degree of very high support for commasity

rostral in this district (372) than in the other two (both 262). When we

exaoine support for local control in conjumction with its ideal form, we find

that strongly favoring control is associated with a preference for total local

entomology (i.e., 432 of those expressing the most commitment in contrast to

16: ladicatin the least support).10 However, at the lowest levels of support

only 42 -S2 want power to rest outside the area.11 Although these data generally

reflect a somewhat greater commitment by Ocean Hill to community control in

the fern of complete local autonomy, nonetheless, the more striking finding

is the support expressed for a combined mode of control.

From the above respooses, the allegation (Altshuler. 1970:19-34) that

residents would cant to isolate their community from the wider urban circle

dons not sew to be justified. Their expressed seed to have competeot twin-



residents work with them would appear to make such projects more feasible is

terms of expertise and to allow for lines of coma/cation to be developed

between these districts and the larger governmental system. In this way, a

combined mode of control could allow for the developmeat of programs that would

incorporate the views of area residents, prcvide for outside expertise, and

maintain the legitimacy and integration of the political imstitutioms.12

The feasibility of this decision- making approach can be evaluated further

through an examination of the respondents' trust of program personnel. This

variable is operatioealited by asking whether the respondent believes that

Loral come:nit? people working for the CEC are looking out for the community's

interests; for new - resident staff trust, a similar measure is used specify_mg

man - resident status. The data reveal teat most residents express either

medium or high degrees of trust (742) in both local and external staff.

Probably nos: pertinent is the similarity in the faith placed is the two. To

understand score fully the dynamics, however, we need to identify the perspectives

involved (table 4). Varying levels of trust are exhibited depending upon

(Table 4 about here)

one's relationship to the community control programs. Local staff, for example,

evidence the greatest trust in local persnuoel. however, it is illuminating

to mote that they also express the most cosfidemce ($SZ) in non- resident staff

is complrison with the clients and those iron the general community-13 This

flooding night well nean that interaction wfth others is conducive to wader-

standing, and, therefore, to generating trust. The local pers.seel are most

likely to deal with outside staff on a regglar basis and, thus. have the

situatioeal opportnity to know then on a personal as opposed to stereotypical

basis.l1' eoreover, there is likely to develop a shared commitment to similar

goals and Activities.
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Both those served by the projects (i.e., clients) asd the sow -user

members of the general community express a Lower level of faith is outsiders.

The former, however, approach the staff level, probably for the same basic

reasons memti000d above. The latter cohort, is contrast to the staff res-

gooiest. and clients. evidences relatively low degrees of cosfidesce is

both categories of persommel, with as equal level of distrust. This situa-

ties is not unexpected given the lack of participation, either involuntary

or by choice. and tae resultant lack of direct knowlefte of project personnel.

Surprisingly. there is so appreciable differesce is trust placed is

both staff groupings whew arc examine the fimdings separately for the three

districts. Our initial expectation of variations due to Oteas Ilill-lirowns-

vine's e:.perinental status and the residence probable desire for greater

aotosonv is net borne out by the data. Coe esplamatlos for this situation

is that the local autonomy is Cream dill night be viewed by residest admdsis-

(raters more as the right to select personnel than the seed to limit peril-

cipatios to those who assumedly would have special insights, the rzsidests.

Indeed. of the three districts studied. Coe pereestage of 'outsiders" am.

plo7ed is highest is that comnomity." Mist importantly. such persons tend to

be professionals in decision - sulking eositioss.

This isterpretatios receives added support from Arostei (len: 377 -1O);

through her article, the resident participants is the Philadelphia :lode'

Cities pro ran are gives an opportunity to communicate their perceptions of the

successes and obstacles ',kick they experience. Although they express. for

the nest part. anger toward the existing goveranestal order. .hey also stress

that a der of outsiders are drum OffiCiAly and infrrnally into their

prom.= and rake !major ronaributioss is tie realns 'f orgamixatios and

planning.
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As eaaninaties of potentially relevast test factors reveals °sly the

importaace of income for the variables pertaining to commmity control_ Vith

support for local aotemeny. as a case is poist, the differences between the

staff. clieets. and general conemeity residents are most promousced at the

lowest income level (i.e.. milder WAN). As Iacono 'accesses. the distiec-

gloss between these groups lessee. although sot completely. For those

affiliated with the programs. self-selected ievolvemese or positive esperiesces

voluble the CIC are swot relevant; whereas for the geseral commeity. support

varies coacomotautle with income. Similar fiediegs obtain when we dwell epos

feSi2w-nt nor.' nom-resident trust. For the project affiliates. faith toads t
be high regardless of income; as to the remaising Troup. trust canaries with

iscome.:4 Indeed. we fled overall that low resource levels are associated

wita relatively nevitire fisdisgs toward the comemelty. efficacy. mod the

desire fur inn:Iva-meet and ZfuSt. These results are crucial for they are

isdirative of a Treater sense of powerlessness me the part of tae peer; the

people primarily targeted for the programs are, conseesently. the most

imstile asi suspic ions.

Sesilent Persprftives asd Trust

At this juncture. we should like to emphasize the isterrelationships

between cemetenity feel fags and efficacy as they relate to the commonalty

costrol factor of trust. Degrees of faith placed is persons are clearly

critical in weighisg the political feasihility of local autz2may mod deteveds-

isg type of resi dent lavolvemest. In Euratom initially to as analysis of

social 4iffecestiatiee. we remark (is table S) that higher levels of local

trust arc articulated by those perceiving the sane or a higher staadarl of
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(Table S about here)

living is contrast to the least faith by those is the lowest posities. The

appearance of the greatest trust by the middle grow can probably be explaimed

by the tendency of local staff members to express bcth high trust and a per-

ceived similarity. to other commmaity staff. This isterpretatios is gives

support lobes we use type of affftlaties as a test factor (table 41). Project

personnel are characterized by both high trust and a view of social sameness

(Sn) in costrast to the general community sample is Which the lisear

(Table II about here)

relationship is quite clear." perceived difieresces, then, serve to esgesder

sisissl trust select the stamiard of living is seen as lower than the particular

reference vamp."

Having discussed the relevance of capability and seed to isflueect as

they relate to type of affiliation and mode of district control, we sow

iseestigate. separately, the importasce of these first two factors with

retard to levels of trust. We are surprised to discover that faith in

mimes capacities is associated with high levels of trust of ssurcommmsity

personae:. The ileitis' expectatios was based es the assumption that those

viewing themselves as having few resources would be willing to allow qualified

outsiders to aid them. Isstead, it would appear that self-cosfidesce may be

csducive to viewing such persons as resift a nisimsl threat to competes(

isdividua:s is cowered f their eseirommemr. Mies this isterpretation is

istegrated with the variable of trust, we might well expect the staff to

express their relatively high level of perceived perzoxal coneetezce, as

tonsured to the resetsl commosite sample. through a willingness to cooperate

with personae' Mass outside the local area.
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To examine the validity of this approach, we much contend with a

possible "professionalitation of reform" ideology operating within these

projects, that is, resident professionals trusting son- resident professionals.

As described by Nelfgot (1974:489-490), this concept involves the belief that

reform must come about through external pressure and through the involvement

of professionally trained staff. One characteristic, then, is an emphasis

on acadesic expertise which often restricts upper level participation by

individuals living in poverty areas. Indeed, we have remarked upon the dis-

proportionately high educational level of the resident staff studied in our

analysis. This result is not surprising in that the central board of educa-

tion stipulated strict requirements for the positions. However, it is

essential that ue call attention to the fact that only 102 of the resident

staff are classified as professionals (e.g., teachers). In focusing, then,

on a sonond common characteristic of professionalilatios, the involvement of

ninority elites to legitimate the organisation's community participation

status. we do not simply find local professionals expressing faith in outside

professionals. Rather the trust placed in the non-resident staff is expressed

primarily by paraprofessionals and, further, faith does not vary by occupational

Status.

Is examining the impact of trust on need to influence, we find with

regard to both staff groupings that the greatest desire to affect decision-

nakinz is characteristic of those expressing the highest levels of trust.

Whim the type of affiliation is incorporated as a test factor, the main

associations are essentia!ly naintained. However, the lower trust and need

to influence on the part of the general community are clear in both resident

and nor-resident staff associations. This most probably reflects the low sotto-

crone-nit. status and high rate of transiency characteristic of this segment.
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As noted earlier, Canson (1968:154) argues that the most and least

trustful are likely to want to influence decision-making. A critical element

is that these be solidary groups. However, our findings reflect the least

trustful as tending to have the lowest levels of community identification and

expressions of solidarity. An additional element of relevance is the assumed

degree of staff concern for area residents. We find that lack of self -

confidence and fears of negative staff feeling are related to minimal trust

and a mioinal need to affect decisions. Substantively, it would appear that

the concomitant variation between high trust and a strong need to influence

is probably due to factors other than solely a desire by solidary groups to

support the existing leadership. These additional elements include positive

attitudes regarding control of the environment (i.e., an ability to work

effectively with staff both from within and outside the community) and a belief

that influence is likely to be effective within the context of positive staff

feelings toward the residents. This cowers with trust is deemed especially

critical since the highest levels of satisfaction with community control are

expressed by those experiencing the most faith in the personnel. What we must

do at this juncture is to examine the consequences for control which flow

from these observaLions.19

Colieunitv Controlehseerla0v!Sodel

In this concluding section, we attempt to draw together our findings

and offer support for a model of community control that would appear to be

feasible within the context of both political realities and resident view-

points. Overall, we stress the generally moderate to high levels Gf communal

attache.i:ni, efficacy, and support of community control and related variables

expressed by our respondents. What is most important, though, is the support
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given by all groups to the idea of local autonomy (702) and to a combined mode

of control;clearly the people want to work cooperatively with outsiders. It

is also to be stressed that this attitude is associated with a feeling of

competence. Those expressing capability and trust and perceiving positive

1staff feelings toward residents are the ones who most want to be involved.

There are, however, important relative differences between groups

experiencing varying links with the Community Education Centers. On most

factors the staff and clients indicate much more favorable attitudes and

perceptions. For exaople, although the general community residents share with

staff and clients a belief in a cooperative form of local autonomy, they are

not as coomitted to this concept; this nay be due to the first two sets of

factors (i.e., community feelings and perceived environmental control) which

are apparently related, in part, to the respondents' low economic position.

It is also conceivable that their attitudes are a function of relatively

negative experiences with the CEC program. However, only 122 of the general

coemunity sample acknowledge any familiarity with the overall program. 2° Thus,

major p:obleus involve a lack of communication as to program availatility

along with less support for community control and relatively minimal trust

in resident and non-resident personnel.

Surprisingly, the low level of awareness is applicable to Ocean Nil.-

Brownsville as well as to the other areas. This was not expected given the

small. area size and the focus on community control and resident involve-

sent in that district. Further, it should be emphasized that the modicum of

autonomy in Ocean Hill does aot reflect itself in significantly higher levels

of support for coomunity cnnt.ol nor for a greater demand for complete resident

power. This situation could, of course, be due to the barriers erected ty
9,

the toard of Education. Hence, the unexpected result (in light of the public
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attention focused on Ocean Hill) that degree of community autonomy discriminates

residents' perspectives only ninimaliy may very well be a function of political

obstacles, that actual differences are less than theoretical ones. Also

of relevance is the observation that experiments in community control appear

to be associated with positive feelings expressed by staff and clients even

where real control is not forthcoming.

Rased on these results, we believe that the limitations imposed by

political considerations combined with resident pertpectives make an overlap

model of community control a viable strategy. This ...pproach, developed by

Zurcher anJ Key il9411:3S-96) considers involvement of the poor as most feasible

when done cooperatively with expert outsiders. Apart from the advantages that

would possibly accrue (e.g., minimizing stereotypes, improving self-esteem std

confidence), there is a pragmatic recognition that the powerful are not going

to transfer power vill.ntly; however an operating assumption is that the poor

can increase power shared with those in control without significantly reducing

that segment's potential coercive ability.

Considering the obstaeles stressed earlier by evaluation researchers, we

most develop types of local autonomy which will be more acceptable to those in

positions of power. An overlap model would be viewed as less of a threat since

control would he linked to the existing power structure. In addition to support

provided throat:10 Zurcher and Fey's study of an Office of Economic Opportunity

progra. in Topeka. Kansas. similar models are developed by Shostak (1965:1-S)

who zmphasizes -co-deternination" and Rein and Reissman (1966:1-12) who des-

cribe -third party antipoverty intervention." Shared poker by residents and

non - residents is assieled in all three of these models.21 It is essential,

however. that we recognize the probability of a degree of conflict even eoer a
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combined mode of control. As Harris and Rein (1973:295) stress, citizen

participation can not be the only strategy for social change; it must be

supplemented by other forms such as protests and legal action.22

beyond the broad issue of power, the combined mode of control would appear

substantively practical. As Cove and Costner (1970:286-287) observe, the or-

ganizational skills and technical expertise needed to operate programs are

not characteristic of indigenous leaders and, therefore, could be provided

for by expert non-residents. In parallel fashion, Rein (1972:692-693)

asserts that even a somewhat conservative social service orientation (i.e., one

which would not be directed primarily toward structural change) requires both

citizen participation and professional services. The former emphasizes

"legitimacy, public support, and a better understanding of what people want

/ whereas the latter stresses_7 competence, efficient organization, standardi-

zation, / andj accountability of funds."

As to type of change, the results would probably not harken radical shifts

due to the political factors noted earlier. However, even when resident

involvement is minimal as in providing information or carrying out non-

professional roles rather than policy and decision-making, there appears to be

better service for the poor (Orden, 1973: 380-381). Moreover, participation

is viewed as desirable for it serves to create a sense of group identity and

reduce sensations of powerlessness (Strange, 1972:659). As Cittell (1972:683)

remarks, "Participation in itself provides an slvolvement with the system which

can diminish alienation...This new-role for the community is not conceived as an

abandonment of professicnalism, .ut rather an effort to achieve a proper

balance...'-23

The overlap model would thus tend to be reform oriented, working primarily

through existing agencie.s and political bodies. It should be stressed, however,
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that there is the potential for resident involvement that would result in

institutional change. Participation allows for experience in government and

political development which could represent an important resource for more

change-oriented prograns.24 Given the political realities and the willingness

of community residents in all three districts studied to work in concert with

outsiders, a combined node of community control would appear to be both

potentially workable and desirable as one of a number of strategies incorporated

into a program for change.

28
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TABLE 1*

Coeuunity Identification by Type of Affiliation

Ilpe of Affiliation

Community_ General
Identification Staff Clients Community

i-

H 49.32
Iigh 1 66.4Z 1 13.3Z

I

Medium 30.7 LS.1 i 62.1 i
i

i 1
-ir 1Lew 1 2.9 I 5.6 19.6 i

1

100: 1002 1002

N., (140) (144) (306)

C= .405

* All results are significant at the .05 level unless otherwise indicated. The

chi square statistic, which is based on random sampling, has bc=n modified CO

account for the greater samplilg error characteristic of the cluster type

actually used. For a discussion of this adjustment, sec Kish (1965:161-164).
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Table 2

Perceived Ability to Influence by Type of
Affiliation sad !acme

0-$3999

Type cf Affiliation

Perceived Ability
to Influence Staff Clients . General Community

l 1

High - I 80.42 44.12

Lay 1 14.3 I 19.6 55.9 I

4

1002 1002 1002

il. (28) (51) (111)

C .359

Perceived Ability
to Influence

High '

Low s

$4,000-9999

Tvoe of Affiliation

General CommunityStaff Clients

86.42 55.92 63.42

13.6 44.1 36.6

1002.

(66)

.223

1002

(59)

1002

(172)

$10,000 plus

Tape of Affiliation

I

Perceived Ability

Staff Clients General Connunity_to Influence

High 81.52 1 84.62 84.62

Lou 18.3 15.4 15.4

1002 1001 1002
II- (27) (13) (13)
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Table 3

Support for Conmualzy Control by Type of Affiliation

Type of Affiliation

Support for

CtsisityConnontrol Staff

Sigh -

Bed tun

Low

Clients General Comunit

43.32 41.32 12.32

48.5 50.0 58.3

5.2 8.7
A I

28.3

Ion
1- (13A)

0.370

31
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Level of
Trust

nigh

!tedium

Low
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Table 4*

External and Local Trust
by Type of Willa...ton

STAFF
Local External
Trust Trust

Type of Affiliation

CLIENTS
Local External
Trust Trust

GENERAL Car MITT
Local External
Trust Trust

57-5Z 1

j
:

40.02
IIi

is

A
48.62 43.42 11 10.112 17.32

34.2

i

44.8

A
35.9 27.0 i

1

61.2 55.4

8.3 ! 15.2 :!

.

a
15.5 29.6

li

27.9 27.3

1002 1002 1ow. 1002

Tea (146) (145) (142) (152)

1002 1002

(183) (289)

*The Ns exceed the total number of cases since we are actually viewing two

sets of relationships side by side (external trust by type of affiliation

aid local trust as it relates to this sane variable).
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Table S

Local Trust by
Perceived Social Differentiation in Comparison With Local Staff

Trust Hi

High

Medium

Low

Social Differentiation
(Perceived Standard of Living)

Same Lower

34.31 I 41.12 24.12

50.6 46.,

I
40.2

14.6 12.0 35.7

1002 1002 1002

Na (89) (258) (112)

C- 0.227
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Table to

Local Trust by Perceived Social Differentiation in Gomparisom wits
Local Staff and Type of Affiliation

Project Affiliates

Social Differentiation
(Perceived Standard of Livisg)

Trust Ni ber

Nigh 38.3: 56.72 50.02

Medium 42.6 1 33.4 36.5

Low 18.5

1001

Xa (54)

-0.118

9.9

1002

! 13.5

1002

(171) (52)

General Community

Social Differentiation
(Perceived Standard of Living)

1001 1002 1002

N. (35) (87) (60)

Ga 0.679

*Staff and clients are combined to form project affiliates. This is done

since their views on these variables tend to be quite similar and cell fre-

quenc ies are iwreased. allowing percentages to be more meaningful.
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FOOTNOTES

1. These remarks are based on preliminary 1-cravats from the author's current

research is South Boston.

2. Although this issue is generally identified with cities. conceivably it

could be broa..esod to deal with the question of autonomy within a more

encompassing governmental sphere (e.g.. city to megalopolis or state to

federal goversmemt).

3. A similar point is stressed by Sennett (1970) in his criticism of fratirts.in

urban planners. The tendency to develop plans based on rstiosal-legal

models is viewed as resulting in programs that do not meet the stew' of

the people.

-t tr. r.z.re Cum sismallw

issue of insider or outsider viewpoints. The very terse are not so

such persons as they are perspectives. Thus, it is not merely the question

of varying orientations but of differential labeling of persons as being

on the inside or outside. For a comparable discussion dealing with

deviance and normality, see Coffman (1963).

S. Actual measures used will be discussed as each variable is presented.

6. The 412 undoubtedly reflects the educational requirement to secure a

staff position.

7. Ocher socio-ienographic factors tend nut to be useful in differentiating

the types of affiliation (i.e.. sex. age, marital status, and ethnicity).
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S. Respomdents are asked initiely to indicate whether they view their

standard or way of living as being higher. the same, or lower in tor

parison with other residents. Although the resulting measure is

neither associated with type of affiliation nor with mode of district

control. it is related to both socio- economic status (i.e.. become and

education) and particular reference groups. For example. if we construct

a table including only those people perceiving that they are at a lower

SES in comparison with residents. local staff, and external staff, there

is a narked -ndency for the percentage of those perceiving a lower

--tandlard of living to increase as SES is lowered. Furthermore. residents

view thie'velves increasingly at a lower level as we move from residents

to external staff as the reference group.

Lower Perceived Differentiation be SFS
(standard of Living)

SES

Social

Differentiation Very Low Low Medium Nigh

31.02 14.52 1
1.71 4.9ZIgesidents

Local Staff

External Staff

42.2

50.0

26.1 i 19.11 9.6

31.0 j 34.4 I 14.3

9. The actual !tea dealing with preferred mode of control offers these

choices: 1. complete control by local people in all decisions concerning

the community; 2. local peop'e and people from outside the community both
or

Join in making eummunity decisions;. people from outside the community

"grim all of the decisions. but ,emmueity people help run the programs.
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10. Type of affiliation does not affect this relationship.

11. In ascertaining the possible impact of perceived program familiarity

on degree of commitment to community control, we note the absence

an association. Hence, it would seem that the greater support of the

staff ind clients is due to factors ocher than simply their knowledge

of the projects.

'12. 'nth regard to projected staff viewpoint (the degree to which staff

are viewed as liking or disliking area residents), respondents generally

depicit a favorable picture. Ninety percent tend to project some level

of liking.

13. The 11S2 figure reflects a combination of high and medium levels of trust.

14. This interpretation would seem to be similar to Sennett's (1970) belief

that individuals often ''know" others through stereotypes which are

maintained by social barriers. Pt suggests that these divisive elements

be removed, thereby forcing people to confront one another and to learn

to understand through interaction. Of course, a confrontation between

genuine conflicting ideologies and not just those assumed through

stereotypes can result in maintaining divergent perspectives and low

levels of trust.

ls. This information is gathered by having each project administrator provide

data on every employee as to residency, part or full-time work status, and

professional-paraprofessional status.
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16. Surprisingly, ethnicity, education, and length of residence are not

meaningful'', associated with the numerous bivariate relationships

reported in this third set of resident perspectives.

17. The relationship between differentiation and external trust demonstrates

more clearly the association since sore of the residents see themselves

as lover in standard of living.

18. Surprisingly, anticipated variations by control do not materialize,

that is a higher level of trust and perception of social similarity

in Ocean Hill.

19. It should be noted that the relationships described above dealing with

local trust also hold for external trust. In examining the relevance

u; vatiuus Lest. factors, we lino that only type of affiliation exhibits

some impact. All of the bivariate associations involving trust

generally are retained when affiliation is incorporated. However, the

critical cells vary for the general community and project affiliates (i.e.,

staff and clients). For the former, the independent variable discri-

minates most at the lower level of the dependent factor. For example,

desire to influence (dependent variable) tends to be low regardless of

degrees of crust (independent varia4F) on the part of the general

community. Heave, it is only at the low need to influence level that

trust is relevant. That is, those expressing a low need to influence

clearly indicate the least faith (612) in contrast to those noting

high (25Z) or aediun (262) trust. For the staff and clients, the

critical cells are those involving high need to influence. As a case

in point, 80Z of the staff feeling the greatest need to affect decisions
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also indicate extensive faith in contrast to 542 of those expressing a

minimal degree. For low influence, however, there is no significant

difference for either the staff or clients.

20. To determine whether the respondents would be more familiar with

individual projects, they were shown a card with each listed. The

association between perceived familiarity and knowledge of particular

projects approaches unity.

21. It should be stressed that community control as total autonomy is not

necessarily a practical solution. As a case in point, Warren (1973:321-

339) describes the inter-subjective blindness characterizing certain

model cities program participanzs. He relates two strategies that could

be applied in such projects: 1. service programs to help the poor who

are seen as responsible for certain individual deficiencies or 2. struc-

tural changes to improve a system that is seen as dysfunctional in

terns of inequities. Warren finds that governmental bureaucrats and

resident groups gaining power adopt the first strategy. His explana-

tion is that the existing thought structure has a well developed techno-

logy for dealing with the individual deficiency approach but not the

systems inequity strategy. Thus simply having control will not necessarily

result in radically different programs.

22. A cautionary note, however, is in order. For the broader community

population, as represented through our general community sample, less

iavorable attitudes involving such factors as support for local autonomy

and trust of personnel (regardless of their residency) are evidenced;

consequently, a concerted effort would be needed to gain their commitment
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and involvement. Their lack of familaricy with the projects reflects

the seriousness of this problem, at least with regard to communication.

23. As to type of citizen participation, less significant involvement would

be associated with an advisory role or paraprofessional employment of

residents as opposed to citizen advocacy or social action (cf. Rein,

1972:698). Comparable points are suggested by Spiege (1973:365 -389) who

contrasts offering information and negotiating with shared policy and

decisionmaking responsibility.

2. 11 residents were L., -k in concert with skilled, sympathetic outsiders,

a radical overlap model might be in evidence. This approach certainly

is incorporated by the community involved in the Philadelphia Model

Cities Program as well as by the administrators of Ocean Hill-Srowns-

ville. Although neither program can Se seen as producing major reforms

(because of political obstacles), they do reflect the potential for a

coalition directed toward institutional change.
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